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Susan Sarandon
portrays Isis in ‘A Bad Moms Christmas.’

CHICAGO – The holiday season officially kicks off on November 1st, 2017, with the early present of “A Bad Moms Christmas.” This sequel to
the popular “Bad Moms” of last year is decorated with tinsel and has more badness, much of that generated from the stars of the first film…
Mila Kunis, Kristen Bell and Kathryn Hahn. Joining these Bad Moms are three iconic actresses portraying their mothers… Christine Baranski,
Cheryl Hines and Susan Sarandon. Every major cast member except Baranski came to Chicago last week to promote the film.

Last year’s “Bad Moms” was a surprise huge hit, essentially featuring stressed out mothers lashing out against the mendacity of their
workaday domestic sameness. The sequel came naturally, as Christmas is a time for more stress, always in an attempt to create perfection.
Susan Sarandon, Cheryl Hines, Kathryn Hahn, Kristen Bell and Mila Kunis took questions from Midwest journalists at a round table last week,
including Patrick McDonald of HollywoodChicago.com.

In the first audio clip, Susan Sarandon talks about working in a film starring women, the relationship between mothers and
daughters, and a bit about the Harvey Weinstein situation.

In clip number two, Cheryl Hines observes how similar her “Bad Moms” character is to her mother, and how women easily can
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become their mothers when raising kids of their own.

In clip three, Kathryn Hahn was ecstatic about working with Susan Sarandon, and how “A Bad Moms Christmas” is an inclusive
film.

In clip four, Kirsten Bell talks about motherhood and expectations, and how all the “Bad Moms” shared their experiences.

And in clip number five, Mila Kunis has perspective on her experiences when she first came to America and a summary on Harvey
Weinstein.

Click “Next” and “Previous” to scan through the slideshow or jump directly to individual photos with the captioned links below. All photos
© STX Entertainment

1. BADMOMS1 [22]: Susan Sarandon portrays Isis in ‘A Bad Moms Christmas.’
2. BADMOMS2 [21]: Cheryl Hines (right) is smother-mother Sandy in ‘A Bad Moms Christmas.’
3. BADMOMS3 [23]: Kathryn Hahn is a Mom Gone Wild in ‘A Bad Moms Christmas.’
4. BADMOMS4 [24]: Kirsten Bell gets into the spirit as Kiki in ‘A Bad Moms Christmas.’
5. BADMOMS5 [25]: Mila Kunis as Amy ponders the holiday in ‘A Bad Moms Christmas.’
6. BADMOMS6 [26]: A ‘Bad Moms’ group shot also features Christine Baranski (center) as Ruth.
7. BADMOMS7 [20]: Opening November 1st, 2017.

 “A Bad Moms Christmas” opens everywhere on November 1st. Featuring Susan Sarandon, Cheryl Hines, Kathryn Hahn, Kristen Bell, Mila
Kunis, Christine Baranski, Jay Hernandez, Justin Hartley, Wanda Sykes, Christina Applegate, Peter Gallagher and Kenny G. Written and
directed by Jon Lucas and Scott Moore. Rated “R” 
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